Discovery of an Unexplained Long-distance Effect Caused by the Association between a Pyramidal Structure and Human Unconsciousness

Abstract: Since April 2009 we have been conducting research on non-contact effects associated with a pyramidal structure (PS). In our previous studies, a person entered and meditated inside the PS. Then, we detected the effects the person had on biosensors (cucumber fruit sections) placed at the PS apex. We have obtained the following results. (1) The non-contact effect on the biosensors was detected with high statistical accuracy ($p = 3.1 \times 10^{-10}$, Welch’s t-test, two-tails, the following p values are also the Welch’s t-test values.). (2) The delayed anomalous non-contact effect associated with the PS was discovered ($p = 3.5 \times 10^{-10}$). (3) After meditation, the conditions for detecting the non-contact effect were specified ($p = 2.2 \times 10^{-6}$). In the present paper, our purpose was to clarify the existence of an unexplained long-distance effect for the biosensors placed at the PS apex several hours before a person entered the PS and to elucidate the effect characteristics. The following five points were clarified in the experiments. (1) Several hours before the person entered the PS and meditated, the unexplained long-distance effect on the biosensors was detected with high statistical accuracy ($p = 1.1 \times 10^{-5}$). (2) The unexplained long-distance effect was detected only in the biosensors placed at the PS apex and was not detected in the biosensors placed at the calibration control point ($p = 2.8 \times 10^{-5}$). (3) Several hours before the person meditated at another place not inside the PS, the unexplained long-distance effect on the biosensors was not detected ($p = 4.1 \times 10^{-5}$). (4) The unexplained long-distance effect seemed to have a different nature from the non-contact effect seen after the person exited the PS. (5) The unexplained long-distance effect could clearly be detected both before awakening (the sleep state) and after awakening (the awake state), but in the middle, at the time the person was waking up, the unexplained long-distance effect showed the minimum value ($p = 3.7 \times 10^{-3}$). In conclusion, we discovered the time change of the unexplained long-distance effect. That is, during the transition from the sleep state to the awake state, it showed a minimum value of zero at the time the person awakened and showed a downward convex quadratic function change.
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Introduction

During the time of René Descartes, Christiana Huygens and Sir Isaac Newton from the 17th century to the 18th century, interactions between substances such as gravity (universal gravitation) and electrostatic force were thought to be due to remote actions (an effect on moment and a direct action on spatially separated objects). However, through studies by such scientists as Michael Faraday, James Clerk Maxwell and Albert Einstein, it was understood that these effects were due to the action through a medium (propagation through a field for which propagation takes a finite time). On the other hand, in quantum theory, a nonlocal effect of quantum entanglement between substances is considered to be an important property, and a nonlocal effect on photons, electrons, and protons has been demonstrated. In recent years, it has been confirmed that there is a nonlocal effect among macroscopic substances containing about 10^{12} atoms.

Experimental method

2-1. “Meditation experiment”

One “Meditation experiment” was conducted over 3 days (Day1-Day3) (Fig. 2(a)). In the “Meditation experiment”, there were two kinds of the experiments depending on whether they used the PS (Med(Using PS)) or not (Med(Not using PS)). Med(Using PS) was done by placing the biosensors at the PS apex. Med(Not using PS) was done by placing the biosensors at the same height as the PS apex (1.8 m from the floor) (Fig. 1(d)). Med(Using PS) could be
divided into three parts. Each part was as follows. (1) “Pre-meditation”: Experiments (pre1, pre2) were conducted before the test subject (a male with 25 years of experience in Hemi-Sync® 20)) entered the PS and meditated. The pre1 was conducted between 16:00-22:00 the day before entering the PS. The pre2 was conducted between 5:00-9:00 on the day the test subject entered the PS. During the time when the experimenter was doing pre1, pre2, the test subject who would enter the PS was at home, 6.55 km away from the laboratory at a linear distance. The test subject's average bedtime was 23:20 and the average wakeup time was 6:40. In “Pre-meditation”, pre1 was not done and only pre2 was done in some cases. Therefore, the numbers of data for pre1 and pre2 did not match. (2) “During meditation”: In this experiment, the test subject entered the PS and meditated for 30 minutes (med). The med time period was from 9:00-14:30. In med, a 30-minute meditation was done three times in the morning and three times in the afternoon. While the test subject was meditating inside the PS, the distance between the top of his head and the biosensors was about 0.5 m. The test subject meditated with Hemi-Sync®. Hemi-Sync® is an audio technology which helps the test subject to meditate for an extended period of time. The test subject wore a set of stereo headphones so that there was no sound leakage from the environment. During the meditation, the test subject sometimes vocalized vowel sounds. Meditation was done without paying attention to the biosensors placed at the PS apex. (3) “Post-meditation”: Experiments (post1, post2) were conducted after the test subject exited the PS. A post1 was conducted between 14:30-18:00 after the test subject left the PS. A post2 was conducted between 5:00-9:00 the next day after the test subject left the PS. Like Med(Using PS), Med(Not using PS) could be divided into three parts (Fig. 2(a)). We analyzed data of pre1, pre2 and med in this paper. Sakamoto Masamichi, one of the authors, was the test subject of the experiments conducted in previously published papers (14-17 and this paper. He had submitted a consent form relating to participation in the experiments.

The condition for doing Med(Using PS) in the “Meditation experiment” was that no one had meditated inside of the PS for more than 20 days before pre1. We set this condition because once the person entered the PS and meditated, some influence from the person was detected for more than 10 days afterwards (15,17). When no one entered the PS for 20 days or more, no influence was detected from any one. Therefore, in order to raise the accuracy of the experiments, it was necessary to carry out the experiments with the PS not being affected by any person. In order to align the condition with the Med(Using PS), the condition for doing Med(Not using PS) in the “Meditation experiment” was that no one had meditated under the biosensors placed at the same height as the PS apex for more than 20 days before pre1.

2-2. “Non-Meditation experiment”

The “Non-Meditation experiment” (Fig. 2(b)) was mainly done between a “Meditation experiment” and a “Meditation experiment”. There were two kinds of the experiments in the “Non-Meditation experiment”, Non-Med(Using PS) and Non-Med(Not using PS). The condition for the “Non-Meditation experiment” is the same as the “Meditation experiment”, and it was that meditation was not done for more than 20 days before the experiments. Therefore, pre of the “Non-Meditation experiment” was a blank experiment like pre1, pre2 of the “Meditation experiment”. Next, we show the difference in experimental conditions between pre and pre1, pre2. (1) In the “Meditation experiment”, meditation was performed on average 16 hours after pre1 and 3 hours after pre2. However, after pre in the “Non-Meditation experiment”, meditation was……
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